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OutlineOutline

•• What challenges do Geoprocessing face?What challenges do Geoprocessing face?
•• Large data processingLarge data processing

–– OverlayOverlay
–– ProximityProximity
–– DissolveDissolve
–– Split toolSplit tool

•• Data Migration TechniquesData Migration Techniques
•• Working with Enterprise GeodatabasesWorking with Enterprise Geodatabases
•• Tool ImprovementsTool Improvements
•• Tool progress and messagesTool progress and messages
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What are the challenges for Geoprocessing?What are the challenges for Geoprocessing?

•• ArcGIS permits the storage of very large datasets and ArcGIS permits the storage of very large datasets and 
data is continuing to increase in size.data is continuing to increase in size.
–– National and global datasetsNational and global datasets

•• Users expect to analyze and edit this data on local PCUsers expect to analyze and edit this data on local PC’’s.s.
•• How do we manage processing of large data within How do we manage processing of large data within 

these constraints? these constraints? 
•• User expectations have grown, expecting tools to User expectations have grown, expecting tools to 

process this data.process this data.

•• Current Solution:Current Solution: Single user, Single CPU for ArcGIS Single user, Single CPU for ArcGIS 
Desktop.Desktop.
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Large Data Processing Large Data Processing -- OverlayOverlay

•• Improved performance and scalability with overlay tools Improved performance and scalability with overlay tools 
introduced at 9.2. introduced at 9.2. 

•• Operational logic called Operational logic called adaptive subdivision processing (Tiling)adaptive subdivision processing (Tiling)
was added. was added. 

•• The following tools from the "Analysis Tools Toolbox" have The following tools from the "Analysis Tools Toolbox" have 
subdivision logic when dealing with large data: subdivision logic when dealing with large data: 
–– Clip Clip 
–– Erase Erase 
–– Identity Identity 
–– Intersect Intersect 
–– Union Union 
–– Split Split 
–– Symmetrical Difference Symmetrical Difference 
–– UpdateUpdate
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Why subdivide the data?Why subdivide the data?

•• Overlay tools perform best when processing can be Overlay tools perform best when processing can be 
done within your machine's physical memory (or RAM). done within your machine's physical memory (or RAM). 

•• Triggered when data cannot be processed within the Triggered when data cannot be processed within the 
available amount of physical memory:available amount of physical memory:
–– A dataset contains a large number of features (collection of A dataset contains a large number of features (collection of 

features with hundreds of thousands or millions of vertices).features with hundreds of thousands or millions of vertices).

Note: Minimum of 2GB RAM is recommendedNote: Minimum of 2GB RAM is recommended
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How tiling works How tiling works –– High level peak behind the High level peak behind the 
scenesscenes

1.1. Every process starts with a single tile which spans the entire Every process starts with a single tile which spans the entire 
extent of the data.extent of the data.

Footprint of input featuresFootprint of input features Tile level 1Tile level 1

-- All features in the extent are read and sent to the Topology Engine.
- Curves are densified and flagged so they can be re-created.
- A large percentage of available memory is earmarked. 
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How tiling works How tiling works –– High level peak behind the High level peak behind the 
scenesscenes

2. If the data is too large to process in memory, 
the level 1 tile is subdivided into four equal tiles (Quad Tree approach)Quad Tree approach). 

Level 2 tilesLevel 2 tiles

- All features within a tile extent are read and sent to be processed.
- Features along tile boundaries are split. These features will be re-stitched into

one feature during final stage of processing.
- The new vertices will remain along tile boundaries.
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How tiling works How tiling works –– High level peak behind the High level peak behind the 
scenesscenes

3.   Based on the size of data in each tile, some tiles may be further 
subdivided.
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How do I know when the process is tiled?How do I know when the process is tiled?

•• Tool messages inform the user of tiling. Tool messages inform the user of tiling. 

Executing (Identity): Identity c:\gp\fgdb.gdb\rivers c:\gp\fgdb.gdb\watersheds 
c:\gp\fgdb.gdb\rivers 
Reading Features... 
Processing Tiles...
Assembling Features... 
Executed (Identity_1) successfully. 
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Process fails with an "Out of memory" errorProcess fails with an "Out of memory" error

•• Tiling will not help with extremely large features with Tiling will not help with extremely large features with 
many millions of vertices.many millions of vertices.
–– Examples:Examples:

•• Road casing for an entire city Road casing for an entire city 
•• A polygon representing a river estuaryA polygon representing a river estuary

•• Could also happen if a second application is run while a Could also happen if a second application is run while a 
tool is processing. tool is processing. 
–– Do not start another operation while processing large dataDo not start another operation while processing large data
–– Available memory is determined once at the start of the Available memory is determined once at the start of the 

operationoperation
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What data format is recommended when working with What data format is recommended when working with 
large data?large data?

•• The file size limit for the Windows operating system is 2 The file size limit for the Windows operating system is 2 
GB.GB.
–– Shapefiles, Personal Geodatabase (.mdb)Shapefiles, Personal Geodatabase (.mdb)

•• Enterprise and file geodatabases are recommended as Enterprise and file geodatabases are recommended as 
the output workspace when using very large datasets.the output workspace when using very large datasets.
–– Do not have the 2GB file size limitDo not have the 2GB file size limit
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Spatial Join of FeaturesSpatial Join of Features

•• The Spatial Join tool provides better performance and The Spatial Join tool provides better performance and 
scalability at 9.2. scalability at 9.2. 
–– Tool will tile data if necessary.Tool will tile data if necessary.
–– ArcMap Spatial Join does not provide thisArcMap Spatial Join does not provide this

•• New option for joining the target features to the New option for joining the target features to the closestclosest
join features is added at join features is added at 9.39.3..
–– Now functionally equivalent to the older ArcMap Spatial Join Now functionally equivalent to the older ArcMap Spatial Join 

implementationimplementation
–– ArcMap dialog for performing a spatial join does not use this ArcMap dialog for performing a spatial join does not use this 

more efficient implementationmore efficient implementation
•• Only use with small datasetsOnly use with small datasets
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Proximity AnalysisProximity Analysis

•• New questions can be answered with ArcGIS New questions can be answered with ArcGIS 
9.3.9.3.
––Within the search radius you can now:Within the search radius you can now:

•• Find nearest location to a polygon featureFind nearest location to a polygon feature

•• Find the nearest location to all features.Find the nearest location to all features.
–– i.e.) Distance from wells, to roads, rivers, buildings.i.e.) Distance from wells, to roads, rivers, buildings.

•• Find the Find the ‘‘nn’’ number of closest features.number of closest features.
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Proximity Analysis ImprovementsProximity Analysis Improvements

•• Improved Near toolImproved Near tool
–– Additional feature type support Additional feature type support 

(point, line, and polygon)(point, line, and polygon)

–– Multiple Near feature classesMultiple Near feature classes

–– Faster & Better memory Faster & Better memory 
management (line/polygon management (line/polygon 
features scratch file based)features scratch file based)

–– Improved help Improved help 
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Proximity Analysis ImprovementsProximity Analysis Improvements

•• New Generate Near Table toolNew Generate Near Table tool
–– A new output table is created A new output table is created 

containing the proximity containing the proximity 
information.information.

–– The input schema is not modified.The input schema is not modified.

–– Contains an option to find the Contains an option to find the 
distance to all features and not just distance to all features and not just 
the closest.the closest.
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Proximity AnalysisProximity Analysis

•• BufferBuffer is faster and more robust is faster and more robust 
––More complex features can be bufferedMore complex features can be buffered
–– Improved results/performance of buffering the left Improved results/performance of buffering the left 

or right side of a lineor right side of a line
––Point features projected Point features projected –– geodesic bufferinggeodesic buffering
––New option for buffering only the outside of a New option for buffering only the outside of a 

polygonpolygon
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Dissolving FeaturesDissolving Features

•• ArcGIS 9.2, dissolve limits the creation of extremely large ArcGIS 9.2, dissolve limits the creation of extremely large 
features based on the relation of feature size to available features based on the relation of feature size to available 
memory. memory. 
–– A warning message, A warning message, ““feature cannot be dissolved into other inputs feature cannot be dissolved into other inputs 

because of memory limitationsbecause of memory limitations””, is provided., is provided.
–– Size of the resulting feature is constrained.Size of the resulting feature is constrained.

•• Results in smaller features which normally should have been dissResults in smaller features which normally should have been dissolved olved 
(i.e. Forestry data)(i.e. Forestry data)

•• ArcGIS 9.3, tiling logic is added to improve performance and ArcGIS 9.3, tiling logic is added to improve performance and 
results.results.
–– Features are cut, but edges will remain.Features are cut, but edges will remain.

•• New option for dissolving line features.New option for dissolving line features.
–– Dissolve Lines (default) or Unsplit Lines (only lines with a comDissolve Lines (default) or Unsplit Lines (only lines with a common mon 

end vertex will be dissolved)end vertex will be dissolved)
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New Way to Join TablesNew Way to Join Tables

•• New Join Field Tool is New Join Field Tool is 
added to 9.3added to 9.3
–– Adds field(s) from one table Adds field(s) from one table 

to another, based on an to another, based on an 
attribute relationshipattribute relationship

–– Updates the input tableUpdates the input table
–– Faster and easier than Faster and easier than 

using Add Join and using Add Join and 
Calculate FieldCalculate Field

–– Replaces Add Join Replaces Add Join -->Add >Add 
Field, Calculate Field, Field, Calculate Field, 
Remove JoinRemove Join

•• 13 times faster than working 13 times faster than working 
with a join on a layerwith a join on a layer
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Data MigrationData Migration

•• Tools specifically for migrating data to/from different workspacTools specifically for migrating data to/from different workspaces:es:
–– Feature Class to Feature Class Feature Class to Feature Class 
–– Table to Table Table to Table 

•• Output fields and their contents can be controlled using the fieOutput fields and their contents can be controlled using the field ld 
mapping parameter.mapping parameter.
–– Add, rename, delete output fieldsAdd, rename, delete output fields
–– Set properties such as data type and merge ruleSet properties such as data type and merge rule
–– Format outputFormat output’’s field values if data type is texts field values if data type is text
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Data MigrationData Migration

•• Migration workflows can be built using models and Migration workflows can be built using models and 
scriptsscripts
–– Whenever possible, a modular design should be usedWhenever possible, a modular design should be used

•• Reduces complexity and makes the process easier to editReduces complexity and makes the process easier to edit

•• Scripts are more suitable for batch operations such as:Scripts are more suitable for batch operations such as:
–– Converting all the feature classes in a workspaceConverting all the feature classes in a workspace
–– Moving hundreds of rasters into a raster catalogMoving hundreds of rasters into a raster catalog
–– Walking through multiple workspacesWalking through multiple workspaces

•• Models can be called from scriptsModels can be called from scripts
–– Use the flexibility of scripting to handle logic and flow of conUse the flexibility of scripting to handle logic and flow of controltrol
–– Use models to define generic components that are callableUse models to define generic components that are callable
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DemoDemo –– Migrating Shapefiles into a GeodatabaseMigrating Shapefiles into a Geodatabase
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Usage Tip Usage Tip –– Split ToolSplit Tool

•• Split may be a better option than multiple Clips.Split may be a better option than multiple Clips.
•• Features are read and processed once.Features are read and processed once.

–– Faster than calling clip multiple timesFaster than calling clip multiple times

•• Split polygons may overlap each other.Split polygons may overlap each other.
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Geoprocessing and Enterprise GeodatabasesGeoprocessing and Enterprise Geodatabases

•• DramaticDramatic performance improvements have been made when performance improvements have been made when 
working with Enterprise geodatabases.working with Enterprise geodatabases.
–– Some of this work has been released in 9.2 Some of this work has been released in 9.2 SP4SP4

•• ArcSDE workspaces are now cached once opened.ArcSDE workspaces are now cached once opened.
–– Prevents multiple connectionsPrevents multiple connections
–– Cache is cleared when an application is closedCache is cleared when an application is closed

•• When the geoprocessor is destroyed in ArcObjectsWhen the geoprocessor is destroyed in ArcObjects

•• 9.3 Improvements9.3 Improvements
–– Spatial Index only created once.Spatial Index only created once.
–– New Clear Workspace Cache tool can be used to manage the cacheNew Clear Workspace Cache tool can be used to manage the cache

•• Note:Note: Should not use SDE as intermediate data.Should not use SDE as intermediate data.
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Calculating FieldsCalculating Fields

•• Unit conversion can now be done easily at 9.3Unit conversion can now be done easily at 9.3
––Specify what the output linear or a real unit should beSpecify what the output linear or a real unit should be

––Where the type of unit and its value is defined by the Where the type of unit and its value is defined by the 
inputinput’’s coordinate systems coordinate system

––Works within a Python expressionWorks within a Python expression
––VB expressions will VB expressions will NOTNOT work reliably outside of an work reliably outside of an 

ArcGIS ApplicationArcGIS Application
•• Expression may require VBAExpression may require VBA

CalculateField C:\data\roads length !shape.length@feet!
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Tool ImprovementsTool Improvements

•• All tools were reviewed to ensure correct and All tools were reviewed to ensure correct and 
consistent behavior when working with complex consistent behavior when working with complex 
features and the geodatabase features and the geodatabase 
–– SubtypesSubtypes
–– Cartographic representationsCartographic representations
–– AnnotationAnnotation
–– DimensionsDimensions

•• New help topics explain the rules and expected New help topics explain the rules and expected 
behavior when working with various data typesbehavior when working with various data types
–– Such as shape files and the geodatabaseSuch as shape files and the geodatabase
–– New help topics for data considerations when working with toolsNew help topics for data considerations when working with tools
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Select Layer By LocationSelect Layer By Location

•• Better scalability and memory management.Better scalability and memory management.

•• Use when the attributes of the layer used to select by Use when the attributes of the layer used to select by 
are not important.are not important.

•• DonDon’’t use with large datasets.t use with large datasets.
–– Memory boundMemory bound
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Tool ProgressTool Progress

•• A more informative indication of a toolA more informative indication of a tool’’s progress is s progress is 
being added wherever possiblebeing added wherever possible
–– Overlay, Buffering, Data Loading, Raster Processing, etc.Overlay, Buffering, Data Loading, Raster Processing, etc.
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Error messages at 9.2Error messages at 9.2

•• Tools communicate with users using messagesTools communicate with users using messages
•• Problem: At 9.2, errors and warnings often Problem: At 9.2, errors and warnings often 
offered little valueoffered little value
––Error messages can be hard to understandError messages can be hard to understand
––No further explanation; users forced to interpret and No further explanation; users forced to interpret and 

solve error on their ownsolve error on their own
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Error messages at 9.3Error messages at 9.3
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Error Messages

Help for every 
Error ID
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Additional Resources for Tool messagesAdditional Resources for Tool messages

•• At 9.3At 9.3
––A log file keeps a detailed account of your A log file keeps a detailed account of your 
geoprocessing workgeoprocessing work
•• Provides record of tools usedProvides record of tools used
•• Included additional error messagesIncluded additional error messages
•• Record of environments usedRecord of environments used

––Log files are written to userLog files are written to user’’s Documents and s Documents and 
Settings folderSettings folder
•• C:C:\\Documents and SettingsDocuments and Settings\\<user name><user name>\\Application Application 

DataData\\ESRIESRI\\ArcToolboxArcToolbox\\HistoryHistory
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Environment SettingsEnvironment Settings

• Environments are global parameters for tools.
• Script and program writers set the environment and tools 

use it.
– General settings: current workspace, output spatial reference, extent
– Raster analysis settings: cell size, mask
– Coverage settings: derived and new precision, project compare
– More…

• Some environments help when working with large datasets
– Output Extent
– Output coordinate system
– Datum Transformation
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Environment SettingsEnvironment Settings

•• The Output Extent environment filters what features or The Output Extent environment filters what features or 
raster data is returned from a datasetraster data is returned from a dataset
–– Features that pass through the extent rectangle are includedFeatures that pass through the extent rectangle are included
–– Does not affect the XY domain of output vector datasetsDoes not affect the XY domain of output vector datasets

•• It is the Area of Interest for processingIt is the Area of Interest for processing

–– For For rasterraster data, results from running tools will be contained data, results from running tools will be contained 
within the extentwithin the extent
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Environment SettingsEnvironment Settings

•• The Output Coordinate System defines the coordinates The Output Coordinate System defines the coordinates 
of datasets in tool resultsof datasets in tool results
–– Defines the coordinates used during tool processingDefines the coordinates used during tool processing
–– Data is projected on the flyData is projected on the fly

•• Specify a Datum Transformation when necessarySpecify a Datum Transformation when necessary
–– Use the Project tool to determine what transformation is Use the Project tool to determine what transformation is 

necessary if you are unsurenecessary if you are unsure
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SQL Support for Python in 9.3SQL Support for Python in 9.3

• New Object for executing generic SQL expressions via ArcSDE.
• Uses ArcSDE API functions to start, commit, and rollback transactions. 
• Use the script tool framework to construct tools that provide parameters 

to the SQL expression.
• ArcSDESQLExecute object supports the execution of most SQL 

statements.
• Knowledge of SQL statements is very important. Be Careful. 

– Read the documentation. 
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Optimizing Spatial Analyst PerformanceOptimizing Spatial Analyst Performance

•• Minimize creation of raster scratch filesMinimize creation of raster scratch files
––Use ESRI Grid as input and outputUse ESRI Grid as input and output

•• Otherwise  always initiating conversionOtherwise  always initiating conversion

––Project to common coordinate system before Project to common coordinate system before 
analysisanalysis

––Set Current Workspace and Scratch Workspace to the Set Current Workspace and Scratch Workspace to the 
same location, and write your output theresame location, and write your output there

Applicable to any version of ArcGIS 9.xApplicable to any version of ArcGIS 9.x
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Optimizing Spatial Analyst Performance and Optimizing Spatial Analyst Performance and 
ResultsResults

•• Minimize unexpected results when inputs Minimize unexpected results when inputs 
are features.are features.

•• Set snap raster, cell size, extent same as another Set snap raster, cell size, extent same as another 
input raster if it exists.input raster if it exists.

•• Rasters will not be resampled if cells are aligned.Rasters will not be resampled if cells are aligned.

Applicable to any version of ArcGIS 9.xApplicable to any version of ArcGIS 9.x
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Snap Pour Point ToolSnap Pour Point Tool

•• Set the extent environment to the Union of Set the extent environment to the Union of 
Inputs or the extent of the accumulation raster.Inputs or the extent of the accumulation raster.
––Default may give invalid results (i.e. watersheds)Default may give invalid results (i.e. watersheds)
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SummarySummary

•• Large data processing is faster when you have more Large data processing is faster when you have more 
memory (reduces the number of tiles to process)memory (reduces the number of tiles to process)

•• Use Environments to restrict input data and control Use Environments to restrict input data and control 
projectionsprojections

•• Use modularly designed scripts and models to create Use modularly designed scripts and models to create 
efficient workflowsefficient workflows

•• 9.3 contains many improvements9.3 contains many improvements
–– Memory managementMemory management
–– Error messagesError messages
–– Tool progressTool progress

•• Work with grids when doing raster analysis whenever Work with grids when doing raster analysis whenever 
possiblepossible
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Session Evaluations ReminderSession Evaluations Reminder

Session Attendees:Session Attendees:
Please turn in your session evaluations.Please turn in your session evaluations.

. . . Thank you. . . Thank you


